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Artists
� To coincide with
ArtBasel/Miami Beach, the
expansive Key Biscayne home of
collectors Rosa and Carlos de la
Cruz has been radically rehung
with many of their recent
purchases, which confirm that
they, like many other collectors,
have been busy buying young
German art. In the entrance lobby
there are paintings by Thomas
Eggerer and Daniel Richter, both
of whom recently featured in UK
collector Charles Saatchi’s
“Triumph of Painting” exhibition.

Young Lübek artist Dirk
Skreber’s disquieting Untitled
painting of a partially submerged
freeway hangs in the hallway,
along with a Sigmar Polke (so big
that it had to be stretched in situ)
and  a group of fabric and
appliqué sculptures and a wall
hanging by Cologne based
Cosima von Bonin. 

The German theme continues
with Jonathan Meese’s installation
of paintings and painted-on pho-
tographs of heroes and anti-heroes
of cinema, purchased by the de la
Cruzes a few months ago. These
are supported by a group of bronze

sculptures and paintings by young
Danish artist Tal R. But not all the
works are by Europeans: among
the pieces on display is a room full
of individual works and a collab-
orative installation by New York-
based artists Wade Guyton and
Kelley Walker which the de la
Cruzes bought from Green Naftali

at the Frieze art fair last October
(the Rubell Collection also has a
room full of Guyton and Walker
silkscreened  canvases and piled
paintpots currently on show).

Other highlights of the new
hang include a jokey tableau of a
boxing match between two furry
creatures (above) courtesy of Los
Angeles-based Canadian artist Jon

Pylypchuk (below, who has a solo
show opening at Alison Jacques in
London early next year) and
stuffed fabric and assembled
sculptural extravaganzas by New
York-based Christian Holstad. 

Amid all these new purchases
some elements of the collection
have remained constant: the vivid
installation by the New York-
based Brazilian artist assume
vivid astro focus (aka Eli
Subrack) still winds up the stairs
and colonises the first floor while
the work of the late Feliz

Gonzalez Torres and his friend
US sculptor Jim Hodges is always
on show. “They never get taken
down,” Mr and Mrs de La Cruz’s
daughter Isabel Ernst told The Art
Newspaper. “They are the presid-
ing spirit of the collection.” 
Louisa Buck 
Open by appointment only: email 
rdelacr@aol.com to make a reservation

Young Germans take over
De la Cruz mansion

Peter Doig:
working 
on paper
� In the mid 1990s the Anglo-
Canadian artist Peter Doig was
hugely influential in demonstrat-
ing to younger artists that it was
possible to make an oil painting
of a woodland scene or a ski slope
in a way that fully engaged with
art history but which was also
utterly contemporary. Now he is
internationally acclaimed for his
distinctive, richly-executed oil
paintings which draw on a wide
range of sources, whether film
stills, postcards, paintings, family
photos, album covers or sports
catalogues, to depict what he has
dubbed “nowhere places”. 

Doig’s works on paper are less
well known, although, an exhibi-
tion which opens at the Gallery in
Windsor tomorrow (until 1 March
2006) confirms, they have always
played a crucial role in his prac-
tice. The 50 or so works in “Peter
Doig works on paper” (which  has
travelled from the Dallas Museum
of Art) explore many of the same
themes as his oil paintings, but
they are more than mere studies.
These haunting scenes of woods,

streets, lakes and roadsides with
their queasy, uneasy atmospheres
and occasional solitary figures
reveal Doig  energetically explor-
ing various combinations of  pas-
tel, acrylic, oil, charcoal water-
colour and coloured chalks
(above, Ooty boathouse, 2002).
At once free and experimental
and also utterly resolved, these
works paper play with and off our
emotional expectations with an
intense immediacy that equals
and sometimes surpasses Doig’s
canvases at ABMB. Peter Doig’s
works are on show with Gavin
Brown’s enterprise (D1),
Contemporary Fine Arts (D12),
Victoria Miro (B12) and Michael
Werner (H12), among others.
Louisa Buck

Jeppe Hein:
pinball
wizard
� The minute you walk into
Danish artist Jeppe Hein’s instal-
lation Distance at the Moore
Space, your entry sets off a six-
minute string of events. First, a
PVC orb the size of a bowling
ball languidly lifts up onto a
track. Then it starts coursing
around the room on a roller-
coaster-style pathway, covering
more than 1,000 feet, and taking
dozens of turns, executing a full
loop-the-loop and riding four
“elevators.” Because a new ball
can be released every 15 seconds,
when the space has many visitors,
a giant rolling hum fills the room
menacingly, as if you had materi-
alised inside a pinball machine in
multiplayer bonus mode.

As he constructed the installa-

tion using computer design tools,
Hein (who shows with König
Johann, N17, Lambert, D6, and
Wallner, N4) focused on the rela-
tionship between the custom-
made metal track and the room’s
architecture. “I wanted to work
with what was there, not put in lots
of new walls or other structures,”
he explains. “That’s also why the
track intersects the existing walls
through these very rough holes.” 

Still, the room’s architecture is
distorted by the track, which
turns much of it into an obstacle
course: you need your wits about
you to avoid getting hit by flying
balls. “People usually try to fol-
low the path of the ball that they
released,” Hein observes, “So
they end up leaving the room
with a very confused feeling for
the real space itself.”
Marc Spiegler

Ana
Mendieta: a
critical body
of work
� Although her career was cut
short at age 36 following her
untimely death after a mysterious
fall from an apartment in New
York in 1985, Cuban artist Ana
Mendieta’s reputation has
increased enormously over the
past few years. Her ritualistic and
often bloody mix of Santeria and
Catholicism, which makes her a
defining figure in the body-art
movement, is increasingly being
brought to a wider public.

The latest in a series of exhibi-
tions devoted to her is “Ana
Mendieta: Earth Body,” at the
Miami Art Museum (until 15
January). Curated by Hirshhorn
director Olga Viso, it has strong ties

to Miami’s Cuban community.
Many pieces were made in Miami
or its waterfront environs, and local
collectors have made many loans
to the show, including a fascinating
trove of items such as postcards
and project proposals. For those
who don’t know the artist’s work,
this show offers a chance to see it
in depth, with videos and images of
her key performances alongside
casts drawn from her land-art
pieces. At ArtBasel/Miami Beach,
her work is featured prominently at
the booth of Galerie LeLong (F13).
Above, Untitled (Body tracks),
1974. M.S.




